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The Kidamento® brand: 
Kidamento was launched in 2019 with the purpose of putting the ability to capture memories into 
the hands of children. Since then, Kidamento cameras have become one of the most wanted first 
cameras for kids. It is best known for its appealing design, great photo quality, simplicity, and 
durability. The name Kidamento comes from this belief, that kids capture photos as mementos to 
keep. Memories fade, yet through the use of a camera, children are given the ability to capture a 
moment in time and revisit it as often as they desire. Beyond capturing memories, learning to 
take photos and videos unleashes kids’ imagination and creativity. Through the art of 
photography, they learn and practice core skills that become the building blocks that will benefit 
them for a lifetime to come. Kidamento cameras have been available to customers anywhere in 
the world via its Canada-based online store, as well as retail stores throughout Canada and the 
USA. Find out more about Kidamento here: .


Kidamento® digital cameras for kids: 
With cameras created to stand apart from the rest, parents have come to trust the Kidamento 
brand as they are known for their usability and durability. This is because they use eco-friendly 
silicone to create soft yet strong cases that provide a smooth finish and feel, making them great 
to touch and hold as well as offering extra protection and the best handling for small hands.


Kidamento offers three different models for children to capture their everyday and special 
moments. Their adorable and appealing design resonates with children of all ages and leaves a 
lasting smile on their little faces. Parents love them because their children can focus on taking 
photos and not on the distracting video games that come with other cameras on the market. 


Children cannot resist their Model C cameras which come in the form of Mikayo the Bear or Akito 
the Fox. Their compact size and indestructible design of super-soft shock-proof silicone covering 
make them perfect for ages 3-6. The lightest option and straightforward layout make it the 
perfect first camera.


Next are the Model K cameras which are equally adorable and come in the form of Meowie the 
Cat or Zippy the Sloth. This is the simplest design with a detachable lens cover, a large 3” high-
quality touchscreen, and a single one-button configuration. Most suitable for ages 3-9 thanks to 
their easy-to-use touchscreen controls and built-in selfie camera. 


Lastly, is the Model P, otherwise known as Koko the Panda, an instant print and digital camera 
combination. Designed for ages 5-10 in mind, the camera is ink-free and includes BPA-free BPS-
free paper, and is made for children who want to go beyond taking photos to colouring their 
creations. Koko gives the most exciting unboxing experience, with its playful accessories including 
a scavenger hunt photobook, cute sticker sheet, soft comfortable neck strap, and more. 
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The story behind Kidamento®: 
Kidamento was created by Zoe and Roland, a Canadian wife and husband duo, who have always 
loved the concept of photography and the meanings behind it. They wanted to offer the world of 
imagination to their toddler son, Nathan but were disappointed with the available options on the 
market. Not only did most of the toy camera choices promote games included, but also lacked 
quality in the photos they captured. 


Roland recalls fond memories of playing with his parents’ Kodak film camera as a young pre-
schooler and wasting the expensive film on nonsense pictures. Despite these seemingly ruined 
films, his dad took them to a print shop to develop. As a dad now, Roland understands why his 
dad did it: they were the first pictures captured through his son’s own eyes. 


Zoe is the artistic eye behind all of Kidamento’s designs. Often making sketches of her visions for 
their company, her input is one of the biggest assets in the design process. Together, they took an 
idea and their engineering knowledge and launched Kidamento in 2019.


Praise for Kidamento® cameras:


The Model K was ranked Best Overall among The Best Digital Cameras For Kids of 2022 by the 
editors at reviewed.com. It highlighted the camera’s excellent photo quality, intuitive features, and 
large viewing touchscreen. Beyond that, it stated that kids loved the design to the greatest squeal 
of delight upon presentation.


USA Today ranked Kidamento cameras as number 14 on their list of The 38 Hottest Holiday Toys of 
2021. They praised it for being straightforward, durable, and it fits perfectly into the palm of a 
child’s hand – or even a fanny pack. It is an indestructible camera that does away with any 
distracting video games. And thanks to its super soft, shock-proof latex covering, it is as tough as 
it is adorable. 


The Model K was also selected by shotkit.com as the Editor’s Choice thanks to its unique kid-
friendly design, ease of use, and fun features. Other features highlighted are that the lanyard 
doubles as a charging cable, its easy wireless photo transfer capabilities, and its good image 
quality.


Geekinsider.com promotes Kidamento’s camera as not simply a way to keep parents’ 
smartphones out of their little ones’ hands, but also to help develop their children's cognitive skills, 
help build memories, and strengthen family bonds. 
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For further information, images and samples, please contact Roland Nan via info@kidamento.ca
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